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Many daily activities involve looking for something. The ease with which these searches are performed often allows
one to forget that searching represents complex interactions between visual attention and memory. Although a clear
understanding exists of how search efficiency will be influenced by visual features of targets and their surrounding
distractors or by the number of items in the display, the role of memory in search is less well understood. Contextual
cueing studies have shown that implicit memory for repeated item configurations can facilitate search in artificial
displays. When searching more naturalistic environments, other forms of memory come into play. For instance,
semantic memory provides useful information about which objects are typically found where within a scene, and
episodic scene memory provides information about where a particular object was seen the last time a particular
scene was viewed. In this paper, we will review work on these topics, with special emphasis on the role of memory in
guiding search in organized, real-world scenes.
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Introduction

Suppose that you are assembling what you need to
cook dinner. This involves searching the cabinets
and refrigerator for the food and equipment
required. Memory could enter this activity in
many ways. First, you need to remember what it
is that you are looking for, including the features
of that target object (e.g., I am looking for a red,
round tomato). In a real scene, such as the kitchen,
search will be additionally guided by knowledge
about such scenes (Where are tomatoes typically
found?), and perhaps, by specific memories for
the current scene (Where did I put the tomatoes
when I came home?)—memories that were existent
before the search. As search progresses, more
online memories could aid search by preventing
perseveration on red, round non-tomatoes or by
speeding subsequent search for the knife that was
noted but passed over while looking for the tomato.
You might be faster still when, having dispatched
the tomato, you look for the knife again, in order
to cut the onion. Each of these forms of memory
has been investigated. Here, we will review the role

of memory in visual search—focusing on guidance
by spatial as opposed to feature memory—because
particular learned spatial relations of objects play a
key role in searches of organized, real-world scenes.

Search guidance in artificial displays

Some of the earliest work in the modern literature
on visual search involved scenes,1,2 but the bulk of
the literature consists of studies that used arrays of
fairly simple stimuli characterized by only a lim-
ited set of visual features, such as color and ori-
entations, and generally placed randomly on blank
backgrounds (reviewed in Refs. 3 and 4). These stud-
ies have shown that a limited set of target attributes
can be used to guide attention toward candidate tar-
gets, even in meaningless displays.5 For instance, if
one is looking for a small, blue, moving vertical line,
one can guide attention toward the target size, color,
motion, and orientation. This idea of guidance by a
limited set of basic attributes is the basis of what can
be called the classic guided search (GS) model.6–8

What is the role of memory in search through
simple displays? There are several aspects of
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memory that could be relevant. Undoubtedly, there
is memory for the target template (e.g., the small,
blue, moving vertical line)—obviously essential for
disregarding distractors and recognizing the target.
More precise templates produce more efficient guid-
ance of search,9,10 with exact visual representations
of the target serving to prime search.11 As will be
discussed in the next sections, the course of a cur-
rent search could be assisted by memory for where
you have already searched to avoid revisiting already
inspected distractor locations. In searches with mul-
tiple targets, it would be of obvious value to have
memory for targets that have already been found.
In the case of repeated searches through the same
display, it would be valuable if memory for prior
searches informed the current search. Each of these
types of memory-guided search has been studied
in simple, artificial displays. We will briefly review
the most important findings regarding inhibition
of return (IOR), contextual cueing, and repeated
searches in simple displays. We will then turn to
the role of memory in more naturalistic search set-
tings. To foreshadow an important conclusion, there
is a distinction between the existence of a form of
memory and its utility in a visual search. As will
be discussed, there are multiple instances where a
memory that could be used in search is not used be-
cause other processes guide attention to the target
more efficiently.

The role of memory in search

Inhibition of return
IOR is a delay in shifting attention back to recently
attended locations. The phenomenon was first
reported by Posner and Cohen12 in the context of
cueing paradigms and was subsequently reported
in visual search.13,14 IOR would be of obvious
utility in visual search if it could prevent attention
from returning to rejected distractors. Many
models of search, including early versions of GS,
assumed that visual search processes were sampling
“without replacement” from the display. Wolfe and
Pokorny15 failed to replicate the original13 finding
as, indeed, did Klein.16 However, subsequent work
showed that IOR in search was a reliable effect
if the inhibited stimuli remained visible.17 Thus,
IOR exists in search, but does it support sampling
without replacement? Using random arrays of
letters, Horowitz and Wolfe18 found that there was
no difference in search efficiency between dynamic

displays in which all distractors were randomly
replotted every 100 ms and standard, static displays,
suggesting that observers were sampling the display
with replacement in both cases, because rejected
distractors could not be marked in the dynamic
displays. Horowitz and Wolfe18 used this and other
results to argue that “visual search has no memory,”
at least, no memory for rejected distractors. They
speculated that the structure of the world makes
it unnecessary to build fully elaborated visual
representations and that “amnesia may be an
efficient strategy for a visual system.”

Subsequent work (reviewed in Ref. 19) suggests
that the truth may lie between perfect IOR and an
absence of useful IOR. Saccadic eye movements tend
to be directed away from the last fixation location
during visual search,14,20 and saccades aimed back
to the previous fixation location are preceded by
longer fixations than saccades away from the pre-
vious fixation location.14,21,22 Perhaps the best de-
scription of the role of IOR in search is that from
Klein and MacInnes,14 who refer to it as a “foraging
facilitator.” Although it seems clear that observers
cannot use inhibition to mark every rejected dis-
tractor, it is plausible to assume that memory dur-
ing search serves to prevent perseveration on single
salient items.14

Although IOR is used in models that try to
mimic natural viewing behavior,23,24 recent stud-
ies have found evidence against IOR in real-world
scenes.25,26 Rather than an inhibition of the previ-
ous fixation location, Smith and Henderson,27 for
example, reported “facilitation of return” during
scene viewing. The probability of refixating the last
location was greater than or equal to other distance-
matched locations, providing evidence against the
view that IOR drives attention through a scene by
decreasing the probability of return. The authors ar-
gue that the latency effects that have been attributed
to IOR could be attributed to saccadic momentum
(i.e., the tendency for saccades to continue the tra-
jectory of the last saccade) rather than memory in-
volvement. As an analogy, consider reading: readers
do not revisit earlier text at random, not because of
IOR but because of a rule that moves the eyes and at-
tention down the line of text and on to the next line.

Repeated search of artificial displays
When revisiting a previously experienced context,
the brain automatically generates predictions about
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the items that should appear in that context.28 In
contextual cueing studies, repeated exposure to the
same meaningless arrays of items speeds search
without observers’ explicit awareness that they
have been repeatedly exposed to the same target–
distractor arrangements29 (for a review, see Ref. 30).
Although this implicit memory shortens reaction
times, there is some question as to whether contex-
tual cueing is a form of guidance or whether it sim-
ply facilitates responses.31 In a different paradigm,
Wolfe et al.32 had observers repeatedly search
through the same small sets of letters over hundreds
of trials. Reaction times became faster, but there was
no improvement in search efficiency even though
observers clearly memorized the sets of three or six
letters. Kunar et al.33 explained the lack of memory
benefit by showing that it took longer to access the
memory than to simply search the display again.
In this case, memory exists but conveys no benefit.
Such memories can guide search, even in artificial
displays, when they are given a chance, typically by
slowing the search or providing an adequate preview
time. For example, Solman and Smilek34 used target
eccentricity and item discriminability to modulate
search difficulty. They showed that the more diffi-
cult the search, the more memory came into play.

Typically, memory from repeated search can
be beneficial when stimuli are more complex,
eye movements are required, and search is more
demanding.35–37 In contrast, memory from repeated
search yields little benefit in tasks where simple dis-
plays support faster search.32,33 Again, a unifying
principle appears to be that having a memory is not
the same as using that memory.

From arrays to scenes

Most of the studies we have discussed so far have
investigated the contribution of memory in search
through meaningless arrays of items. However,
outside the laboratory, searches are more likely to
occur in meaningful, structured scenes that are
typically richer and more complex than laboratory
search displays. Yet, searches in those scenes often
feel relatively effortless—if we think about them
at all. Searching for a red tilted bar among other
colored, oriented items on a screen can be more
demanding than searching for a sponge in an
otherwise cluttered kitchen.38 What ingredients
of a scene allow for their efficient processing and

how do those factors interact with the roles of
memory?

Scene meaning
It is the meaning and rule-governed composition of
the visual environment that gives those scenes their
advantage in search tasks over random arrays of
items (for a review, see Ref. 38). In classic contextual
cueing paradigms that use letter arrays, the cueing
effect develops over dozens of repetitions and
tends to be quite small, with magnitude less than
100 ms29 (for a review, see Ref. 39). In comparison,
when real-world scenes are used, only four repeti-
tions may be needed to produce a cueing effect of
more than 2000 ms.40 One could propose that the
difference is due to the purely visual properties of
scenes, but Brockmole et al.41 used chess boards
to show the contribution of a display’s meaning to
contextual cueing effects. As with many stimuli,
the meaningfulness of chess boards varies with
the expertise of the observer, whereas the visual
features can remain fixed. Brockmole et al.41 found
that, when actual games were displayed, search
benefits for repeated boards were four times greater
for chess experts than for novices. Search by chess
experts was guided by their ability to interpret the
meaning of the chess scene.

Scene grammar
In the real world, there is virtually never the oppor-
tunity to process exactly the same visual input twice.
Nevertheless, under most circumstances, the ability
to understand and interact with new scenes and new
views of old scenes is seemingly effortless. Like the
ability to produce and understand an endless set of
novel utterances, this ability cries out for explana-
tion. A portion of our competence in this realm is
because of an implicit knowledge of some subset of
the many rules that govern the surrounding natural
and manmade world (for a review, see Ref. 42). For
instance, as part of this scene grammar, it is known
that physical objects tend to rest on surfaces instead
of floating in mid-air and that two objects cannot
coexist in exactly the same place. It is also known that
certain objects often co-occur in space: knives tend
to be close to forks, toothpaste near toothbrushes,
and keyboards near computer screens. Even their
relative spatial relations can be constrained, in that,
for example, knives are usually found to the right of
forks and keyboards below screens. Generic knowl-
edge of this scene grammar is stored in long-term
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memory and can be flexibly applied even in unfamil-
iar settings to find, for example, forks and keyboards
(see also the “cognitive relevance framework”43).

In the 1980s, Biederman et al.44,45 demonstrated
that objects violating our generic knowledge of the
world are more difficult to identify when presented
briefly in an inconsistent scene context. Although
this initial perceptual account of incongruent
objects has been disputed46 (e.g., by controlling
response biases), Biederman’s groundbreaking
taxonomy that described various relations between
objects and their surroundings still inspires work to-
day. Biederman suggested that “something roughly
analogous to what may be needed to account for the
comprehension of sentences is required to account
for the speed and accuracy of the comprehension
of scenes never experienced before.”44 By analogy,
he later categorized the various object–scene
violations as either “semantic” or “syntactic” and
showed that violating the relationship of an object
to its surroundings impeded its visual perception
and identification.45 More recently, Võ et al. have
referred to knowledge regarding what objects tend
to be found where within a scene, as semantic and
syntactic scene knowledge, respectively.47–49 In an
event-related potential (ERP) study, Võ and Wolfe49

found a clear dissociation between semantic and
syntactic processing: semantic inconsistencies
(e.g., a mailbox in a bedroom) produced negative
deflections in the N300–N400 time window,
whereas mild syntactic inconsistencies (e.g., slip-
pers on the bed) elicited a late positivity resembling
the P600 found for syntactic inconsistencies in
sentence processing. Extreme syntactic violations
(e.g., a hovering beer bottle defying gravity)
were associated with earlier perceptual processing
difficulties reflected in the N300 response, but failed
to produce a P600 effect. Moreover, they showed
that this kind of semantic and syntactic processing
in scenes elicits very similar brain responses to
semantic and syntactic processing in language,
suggesting that there might be some common-
ality in the mechanisms for processing meaning
and structure across a wide variety of cognitive
tasks.50

Semantic and syntactic guidance during
visual search in scenes

If search is indeed unexpectedly efficient in scenes
as compared to random arrays, it is likely that this

can be attributed to guidance by the semantic and
syntactic information that scenes possess and that
random arrays do not. That is, when looking for a
coffee mug in an office, the office imposes a set of
constraints on the possible locations of the mug that
are not imposed if looking for the image of a coffee
mug in an array of objects on a screen. Quantita-
tively comparing the efficiency of search in scenes
and arrays is difficult because search efficiency has
usually been calculated with respect to the slope of
the function relating reaction time to set size (i.e.,
the number of items within a display). Although
set size is a straightforward concept in an array of
objects, the set size of a real-world scene is simply
not meaningfully calculable in any absolute sense.
Consider a forest scene: Is that one forest, dozens
of trees, or thousands of leaves? At the very least,
the set size will be task dependent. Thus, Neider and
Zelinsky51 proposed that, when searching for objects
in scenes, only a subset of all possible items is ever
relevant for the current object search. In the example
of the forest, leaves are not items if the task is to look
for trees. Importantly, this functional set size can be
dramatically reduced on the basis of strong “scene
priors.” For example, semantic and syntactic con-
straints would strongly restrict the items that could
be coffee mugs in an office. The contextual guidance
model presented by Torralba et al.52 demonstrates
the power of contextual guidance on the predic-
tion of eye movements in real-world scenes. Thus,
unlike a random display of isolated objects, a real
scene itself can actually inform where a target is likely
to be found and, consequently, where to direct one’s
attention and one’s eyes.

Gist and nonselective processing
An important feature of scene priors is that they can
be based on a rapidly acquired gist of the scene that
does not require recognition of each object in the
scene. Comprehension of scene gist only takes a brief
glimpse.53–55 It can be inferred from the layout of
basic feature information without the need to
cleanly segment that information into individual
objects.56 Accordingly, accuracy in scene recogni-
tion is not substantially affected by the number of
objects in a scene or by blur (for a review, see Ref. 57).
In their contextual guidance model, Torralba et al.52

propose that an image is analyzed in two parallel
pathways: the local and global pathways. Both of
these pathways share a first stage in which the image
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is filtered by a set of multiscale-oriented filters. The
local representation analyzes each spatial location
independently and is used to compute local salience
and to perform object recognition. The global path-
way, however, represents the entire image holisti-
cally, on the basis of global scene statistics. This path-
way supports ultra-rapid scene categorization,56

which, in turn, activates stored scene priors, allow-
ing shifts of attention and the eyes to locations that
have a high probability of containing the search tar-
get. Thus, a key feature of the model is the interac-
tion of local and global processing within the first
glimpse in order to rapidly narrow down the search
area to those parts of the scene that most probably
contain the target (for a review, see Ref. 58).

Gaze guidance during search from a glimpse
of a scene
The ability to use a short glimpse of a scene to
guide eye movements during search has been
demonstrated in a number of studies using the
flash-preview moving-window paradigm.48,59–61

In this paradigm, participants are first presented
with a brief preview of the search scene, followed
by presentation of a target word indicating which
object they will be looking for. The scene is then
presented again for search, but participants are only
able to explore the scene through a gaze-contingent
window that reveals only a small area of the scene
tied to the current fixation location. Therefore, this
paradigm allows isolation of the effect of the initial
scene glimpse from the processing that takes place
during later stages of scene viewing. The flash-
preview moving-window paradigm shows that
even a 50-ms glimpse of a scene can guide search as
long as sufficient time is subsequently available to
combine prior knowledge with the current visual
input.60 These results emphasize the constructive
nature of the scene representations that are used
to guide search and imply that the active control
of human gaze in naturalistic scenes draws not
only on currently available visual input but is also
strongly influenced by the priors-based knowledge
of scene grammar that has been learned over time.

All studies using the flash-preview moving-
window paradigm report substantial preview
effects. Thus, episodic memory of a particular
scene preview can guide search. Note, however, that
episodic memory in this particular case is assisting
an unusually and artificially difficult search. The

flash-preview moving-window paradigm restricts
search to a window contingent on eye movements.
This limits normal online scene processing and
therefore increases dependence on the scene
preview. Hillstrom et al.62 directly tested whether
a scene preview is beneficial when the scene is
fully visible during search. They found that in full
visibility previewing reduced solely the distance to
the target of the second fixation but not subsequent
eye movements, which then appeared to be guided
by online information rather than episodic memory
of the scene preview. Similarly, Võ and Wolfe63

showed that previewing a scene for several seconds
did not substantially speed subsequent unrestricted
search in the same scene. They argued that the
utility of episodic memory guidance is limited when
the scene is fully visible during search and when
semantic guidance is available (but see Ref. 64).

The role of memory during repeated
search in naturalistic scenes

Although a glimpse of a scene can efficiently guide
attention to the most probable target locations, one
usually does not constantly jump from one scene to
another. More typically, one tends to look for several
objects within the same environment, sometimes
repeating search for the same item. Returning to a
cooking example, intuition conveys that the more
time spent in a friend’s kitchen, the more easily
objects being looked for will be found, because
over time an episodic memory representation of
the scene will have been created. This intuition is
backed by the finding that there is massive memory
for objects,65 as well as scenes.66 Previously fixated
(and thus attended) objects embedded in scenes can
be retained in memory for hours or even days67–69

(for a review, see Ref. 70). Thus, having incidentally
looked at the knife while searching for the tomatoes,
it seems reasonable to assume that the massive
memory for objects and scenes would speed subse-
quent search for the knife. However, this expected
repeated search benefit is not what is seen in the
data.

In a study by Wolfe et al.,38 participants searched
repeatedly through the same indoor scenes for dif-
ferent objects and observed very little improvement
in reaction times across multiple searches. Instead
of using episodic memory to guide search, partic-
ipants seemed to simply search de novo each time.
Võ and Wolfe63 replicated these findings in several
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eye-tracking experiments. In both studies, reaction
times were markedly reduced when observers
searched for a specific object for the second or third
time, but looking at the knife while searching for
the tomatoes did not speed search for the knife. Like
repeated search through small letter arrays, repeated
search in scenes is a situation where memory clearly
exists but does not necessarily aid search. Võ and
Wolfe63 argue that powerful semantic and syntactic
guidance in real-world scenes diminishes the
usefulness of episodic memory because, as before,
attention could be directed to the target before
this memory could be used effectively. Oliva
et al.71 arrived at a similar conclusion after using
a panoramic search display that would only allow
observers to search a subpart of the whole scene
from trial to trial. Again, participants appeared
to search the display rather than rely on guidance
by episodic memory. This even seems to be the
case in environments where participants perform
physical searches by moving their bodies in virtual
space.72 Hollingworth,64 however, found that
search is indeed speeded after familiarization with
a new scene. Differences in trial sequence, type
of feedback (auditory versus visual), and stimulus
material (photographs versus 3D-rendered models
of scenes) might have altered semantic guidance
in ways yet to be explained, possibly accounting
for the differences in these experimental results.
While becoming more and more realistic, these
scene models are still created artificially, in that
every object has to be intentionally placed to
make up a scene, while photographs are based
on preexisting real-world environments. This
might alter semantic guidance in ways yet to be
understood.

Võ and Wolfe73 further reasoned that episodic
memory should have a more prominent role if
other scene guidance failed. They presented par-
ticipants with search displays containing inconsis-
tently placed objects. For example, the soap was not
placed on the sink but high up on the bathroom
wall. In addition to weakening semantic guidance,
objects were randomly scattered across the whole
image rather than their usual accumulation on a
few surfaces, such as tables, counters, and shelves.
In this chaotic scene, searching the whole display
over and over again would have been too costly, and
consequently, episodic memory did speed repeated

Figure 1. Fixation heatmaps that indicate (A) search space
when looking for soap in the bathroom for the first time when
placed in a consistent location and (B) the first time when placed
in an inconsistent location (B). (C) Search space after several
hundred trials looking for the soap again for a second time
when placed in a consistent location or (D) when placed in an
inconsistent location. The percentage indicates eye movement
coverage of the scene and the percentage in brackets indicates
reduction of search space from search #1 minus search #2. Data
replotted from Ref. 68.

search (Fig. 1). Thus, the manipulation of semantic
information in scene search had effects similar to
those found when Solman and Smilek34 manipu-
lated search difficulty.

Increased visual difficulty pushes observers to use
memory in search. What about actual effort? In a
recent study, Solman and Kingstone74 tested
whether energetic costs modulate the use of mem-
ory. For this purpose, participants performed
visual searches requiring either eye or head move-
ments, posing lower or higher energetic costs.
They reported greater use of memory in the
more energy-demanding head-contingent search.
Ballard et al.75 similarly argued that participants
choose not to operate at the maximum capac-
ity of short-term memory but instead seek to
minimize its use by frequently accessing the sen-
sory input via eye movements. The reluctance to
use short-term memory can be explained if such
memory is expensive to use with respect to the
often smaller cost of just looking again, since the
scene itself tends to serve as an “outside memory.”76

Memory for searched objects in scenes

Although there is some dispute on how much
episodic memory generated from distractor fix-
ations is used to guide search, there is strong
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Figure 2. Fixation heatmaps that indicate (A) search space
when looking for a plate in the kitchen for the first time and (B)
subsequently looking for the tomatoes that had been looked at
previously during the search for the plate, and (C) after several
hundred trials looking for the plates again, (D) as well as for the
tomatoes. Data replotted from Ref. 59.

agreement that searching for the same target object
a second time is marked by great reductions of
search time and search space, even with hundreds of
trials intervening.38,63,64,73 This suggests that differ-
ent memory representations are generated during
scene viewing by the act of looking at an object
compared to looking for that object63 (Fig. 2).

Within a search task, participants show
substantially better memory for targets than
distractors.68,70,77 Memory for distractors increases
when they share a feature with the target, and longer
fixation durations tend to be related to better mem-
ory consolidation of the distractor items.77 How
does memory for targets compare to memory for
objects that were intentionally memorized? Tatler
and Tatler78 tested memory performance as a func-
tion of encoding instructions in a real-world set-
ting. Eye movements were recorded with a portable
eye tracker, while participants performed one of
three different tasks: (1) free viewing of a room; (2)
intentional memorization of the whole room; and
(3) intentional memorization of only tea-related
objects. Results showed that performance was above
chance in the free-viewing task, despite the lack of
intentional encoding, and was presumably based
on incidental encoding (see also Refs. 67, 68, 77,
and 79). As expected, memory for objects was much

better in the intentional memory conditions and
best for relevant (i.e., tea-related) objects. These re-
sults suggest that intentional encoding should out-
perform incidental encoding.

Although great reductions in reaction times
from the first to second searches of the same object
have been attributed to strong target memory
representations after search, memory for those
targets was never explicitly tested. Draschkow
et al.80 directly compared incidental encoding of
search targets in naturalistic scenes with intentional
memorization of the same scenes. They found that
recall memory performance—assessed by asking
participants to draw the scenes—was actually
markedly better for searched objects than for
objects they had intentionally tried to memorize,
even though participants in the search condition
were not explicitly asked to memorize objects and
did not know there would be a memory test. This
effect was robust despite comparable gaze durations
on the critical objects across tasks. Interestingly,
the mere act of finding an object does not seem
to be sufficient to create this memory benefit for
searched items, since the effect disappeared when
random object displays were used rather than
naturalistic scenes. Thus, scene semantics may not
only help search for objects in real scenes, but also
create scene representations that boost memory for
objects that have been sought to find.

Further important issues

Although the fundamental investigations on search
guidance in artificial displays are still heavily relied
on, there is a progressively greater need to test
whether specific insights from that research still
hold when searching in more complex, realistic
environments. Initial progress has been made,
and this paper aimed at discussing the differences
in search guidance that arise when moving from
simple T among L style displays to images of
naturalistic scenes. However, study of the search
for objects in 2D scenes on computer monitors
is still far away from search in the real 3D world
where the searchers themselves may move through
the volume of space. We therefore strongly believe
that further efforts are needed to test which of the
important insights gained so far still hold truth
when actually moving around in the real world.
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Finally, the cognitive abilities that are taken for
granted are usually the ones least well understood.
We are not born with the rich set of knowledge that
is effortlessly used to guide search in our environ-
ments; this knowledge has to be learned. Exactly how
and when these knowledge structures develop over
the life span raises another interesting but unan-
swered set of questions.

Conclusions

The ease with which we continuously search
through our environment often makes us forget
how many cognitive processes are involved. Ab-
stract knowledge and rules stored in long-term
memory, specific episodic memory representations
generated online from recent search activities, and
current task requirements all constantly interact
to promote efficiently guided attention and action.
Memory in its many forms plays a prominent role
in the daily endeavor of searching the visual world,
but not every memory that could assist a search does
assist that search. A search engine has many sources
of assistance and will use whichever sources allow it
to reach the target most quickly.
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